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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
United Bankers’ Bank Announces Strategic Partnership with Blue Team
Alpha
BLOOMINGTON, MN – United Bankers’ Bank (UBB), the nation’s first bankers’ bank and Blue Team Alpha, an
elite cybersecurity force, announce an agreement to offer cybersecurity services to UBB's community banks.
Through this partnership, UBB and Blue Team Alpha will provide community banks with access to
comprehensive cybersecurity services to help shore up defenses against cybercriminals.
"Very few areas present more challenges to community bankers than cybersecurity. Data breaches in financial
services make the headlines weekly and regulators are cracking down. I'm happy to announce Twin-Cities-based
Blue Team Alpha is the newest addition to UBB's suite of consulting services for our customer banks,"
commented UBB’s President and CEO Dwight Larsen.
"As banks adopt advanced technologies to improve customer service and operating efficiencies, they increase
their attack surface and become more vulnerable to cybercriminals. Blue Team Alpha is happy to partner with
UBB to help increase the security posture of community banks and the communities they serve," said Joe
Kingland, CISSP, CEO of Blue Team Alpha.
The security experts at Blue Team Alpha have experience in addressing financial institutions' complex and highly
regulated demands. The company has over 25 years of experience implementing stringent IT standards for
banks and financial institutions.
About United Bankers' Bank
Headquartered in Bloomington, MN, United Bankers' Bancorporation, Inc. is the parent holding company for
United Bankers' Bank (UBB). UBB provides a full range of correspondent banking services to over 1,000
community banks throughout 22 states. For more information, please visit www.ubb.com or follow us on
LinkedIn or Facebook.
About Blue Team Alpha
Blue Team Alpha is an elite cybersecurity force with one primary focus - to keep its clients' company resources
safe from attack. Established in 2018 as a subsidiary of Manage Infinity, Blue Team Alpha was designed to focus
on incident response and to minimize the business impact of cyberattacks. The team has deep roots in incident
response with decades of experience handling hundreds of breach investigations across 12 industries. For more
information on Blue Team Alpha, visit blueteamalpha.com or follow us on LinkedIn or Facebook.

